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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Simple Design Waterjet Marble Flower Backsplash For Kitchen/Bathroom

Short Description: We are engaged in the marble

products trading sector since 2010. We supply different

patterns of stone mosaics and tiles, and they make your

projects more valuable and interesting. Feel free to

leave a message for more details.

Model No.: WPM227

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The natural marble makes an elegant and durable statement when reinterpreted in the wall

and floor tile. The material look is out of the world with no etching, staining, and natural

coloration variances. Our collection of marble mosaic tiles is in various formats and designs

on mesh netting. We supply different patterns of stone mosaics and tiles, and they make your

projects more valuable and interesting. This mosaic product we are talking about has simple

designs: flowers and white backgrounds, Cinderella Grey marble for the flowers, and Thassos
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White marble for the backgrounds. The whole design looks bright and simple, it will fit the

modern interior designs harmoniously.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Simple Design Waterjet Marble Flower Backsplash For Kitchen/Bathroom

Model No.: WPM227

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM227

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Thassos White, Cinderella Grey

Model No.: WPM405

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Cinderella Grey, Thassos White, Rain Forest

Model No.: WPM419

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: White Oriental, Cinderella Grey, Italian Grey

Product Application

The stone mosaic tiles are ideal for small spaces of wall & floor indoors and outdoors, while the waterjet

marble mosaic tiles are generally used for indoor walls and backsplashes, especially the white marble



mosaic tiles. Decorative tile backsplash, mosaic stone wall, mosaic tile for bathroom backsplash, and

marble tile backsplash for kitchen are good for installing this white and gay mosaic tile..

We pride ourselves on our quality of service and customer satisfaction and we offer a like-for-like price

match promise.

FAQ

Q: What is the average lead time?

A: The average lead time is 25 days, we can produce faster for normal mosaic patterns, and the fastest

days we deliver is 7 working days for those stocks of marble mosaic products.

Q: Do you guarantee safe and secure delivery of products?

A: We deal with our clients with FOB terms mostly, and till now we haven't got any delivery problems

with the shipping company. There are maybe unpredictable conditions happening on the sea, therefore

it is better to buy insurance to secure the goods from the shipping insurance company.

Q: How much is the proofing fee? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.

Q: What are your featured products?

A: 3d stone mosaic, waterjet marble, arabesque marble, marble and brass mosaic tile, marble glass

mosaic tile, green marble mosaic, blue marble mosaic, pink marble mosaic.


